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ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF EXCLUSIVEVECTOR�MESON PRODUCTIONIN ep INTERACTIONS AT HERA�Aharon LevyyShool of Physis and AstronomyRaymond and Beverly Sakler Faulty of Exat SieneTel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, IsraelOn behalf on the ZEUS Collaboration(Reeived June 21, 2002)The energy dependene of exlusive vetor�meson (V ) prodution isstudied using the ZEUS data. The SU(4) universality of V ross setionsin the Q2 +M2V sale is tested. The energy dependene of the ratio of theross setions for V prodution to the total �p ross setion is omparedwith expetations based on pQCD and Regge approahes.PACS numbers: 13.60.Le, 12.38.Bx1. IntrodutionThe energy dependene of the ross setion for a given reation is sensi-tive to the dominant prodution mehanism leading to this partiular pro-ess. In this talk, the energy dependene of the ross setion for exlusiveeletroprodution of vetor�mesons (V ) in ep interations at HERA is dis-ussed. First, we present an update of an earlier study [1℄ of the universalityof V ross setions, saled by the SU(4) fators, when plotted as a funtionof Q2 +M2V [2℄, where Q2 is the virtuality of the photon in the reation�p ! V p, and MV is the mass of V . The main new ingredient onsistsof the preise measurements of the J= ross setion [3, 4℄. Seondly, weinvestigate the ratios of the V prodution ross setions, �V , to the total?p ross setion, �tot(�p), as obtained from the measurements of the F2� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.y Supported in part by the Israel Siene Foundation(ISF), by the German Israel Foun-dation (GIF) and by the Israel Ministry of Siene.(3547)



3548 A. Levystruture funtion of the proton. The ratios are ompared to expetationsbased on perturbative QCD (pQCD) and Regge approahes.In order to minimize normalization unertainties, we use for this studyonly data from the ZEUS Collaboration [3�6℄.2. Universality of the Q2 +M2V saleIt was shown [1℄ that if vetor�meson ross setions are weighted bythe appropriate SU(4) fator and plotted as funtion of W for �xed valuesof the variable Q2 + M2V , all light V 's (�0; !; �) lie on a universal urve.However, this was not the ase for the J= . Sine then, the preliminaryZEUS J= photoprodution ross setions have been published [3℄ and newpreliminary data on exlusive eletroprodution of J= , overing a wider Wrange, beame available [4℄.

Fig. 1. Comparison of vetor�meson ross setion values, weighted by the SU(4)fators, plotted as a funtion of W at �xed Q2 +M2V , as indiated in the �gure.Fig. 1 shows the updated ross setions weighted by the appropriateSU(4) fators, as funtion of W . For Q2 +M2V = 9.6 GeV2, the J= rosssetions are about 40% higher than that of the light V 's. Also at highersales, where errors are larger, the J= ross setion values lie systematiallyabove those for the �0. Thus, the updated data on�rm the earlier onlusionthat there is no simple universality for V prodution if Q2 +M2V is used asa sale.



Energy Dependene of Exlusive Vetor-Meson Prodution in . . . 35493. The ratio �V =�totThe total �p ross setion, �tot(�p), exhibits a rise with W , whihbeomes steeper with inreasing Q2. It is of interest to ompare the Wdependene of exlusive V prodution to that of the inlusive ross setion.To this end we study the ratiorV � �(�p! V p)�tot(�p) ; (1)for eah of the V 's, as a funtion of W for �xed Q2. Before presenting thedata we disuss the expetations for rV using pQCD and Regge arguments.3.1. Expetations for rV in pQCDIn pQCD, the forward ross setion for longitudinally polarized photonsis expeted [7℄ to behave asd�Ldt ���t=0 / 1Q6 �2S �Q2� �xg(x;Q2)�2 ; (2)where x is the Bjorken saling variable and xg(x;Q2) is the gluon density inthe proton.Assuming an exponential t behavior of the form d�V =dt � ebt, one getsthe following expetationrV / �1 + 1R�W 2�b � W 2�b : (3)In expression (3) we have used the fat that both the gluon density distri-bution and the proton struture funtion have a similar x��(Q) dependeneand that the ratio R of the V prodution ross setion indued by longitu-dinal and transverse virtual photons, R = �L=�T, inreases with Q2 but isW independent [6℄ and thus an be negleted.Using Regge phenomenology arguments [8℄, one expets �V �W 4(�P(0)�1)=band �tot �W 2(�P(0)�1), where �P(0) is the interept of the Pomeron traje-tory, and rV / W 2(�P(0)�1)b ; (4)whih is the same as (3), if we write � = 2(�P(0)� 1).Both in pQCD and Regge approahes the ratio rV rises with W . TheW dependene is not strongly a�eted by b sine both for the exlusiveeletroprodution of �0 and the photoprodution of J= shrinkage was foundto be small [3, 6℄.



3550 A. LevyWhen alulating rV one has to ensure that both ross setions aretaken at the same hard sale. Sine for �V the sale is usually hosen as(Q2 +M2V )=4, �tot is alulated at that sale.The W dependene of rV is shown in Fig. 2 for the eletroprodutionof �0 and J= , for �xed values of the sale, as indiated in the �gure. Whilefor the J= ase the ratio rJ= seems to show the expeted rise with W , theratio r� is independent of W , reminisent of the behavior found in inlusivedi�ration at large Q2 [9℄. The behavior of r� annot be explained by eitherpQCD nor by the Regge alulations.
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Fig. 2. The ratio �V =�tot as funtion of W for V = �0 (left-hand side) and forV = J= (right-hand side), at �xed values of sales, as indiated in the �gure.4. The ratio �2tot=�VFollowing the disussion in Setion 3, it is of interest to study the ratio�2tot=�V , as it ontains information about the Q2 behavior in the pQCDapproah as well as about the slope b, in both approahes.In order to alulate the pQCD expetations for �2tot=�V , we inlude alsothe terms having a Q2 dependene and obtain�2tot�V / Q2�2S(Q2) �1 + 1R� b � Q2�2S(Q2) b : (5)



Energy Dependene of Exlusive Vetor-Meson Prodution in . . . 3551This omes about sine �tot � 1=Q2 and �V � 1=Q6. The ontribution of1=R is negligible. Thus, if one neglets the Q2 variation of �S in the Q2range disussed in this paper �2totQ2�V / b (6)and, apart from somenumerialW -independent fator, one obtains the slope b.Fig. 3 shows the ratio (6) for the �0 and for the J= mesons. While inthe ase of �0 one sees a slight Q2 dependene of the ratio, the ratio is Q2independent for the J= . This result is in agreement with what is knownfrom diret measurements of the Q2 dependene of b for both V 's [4, 10℄.
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Fig. 3. The ratio �2tot=(Q2�V ) as funtion of W for V = �0 (left hand side) and forV = J= (right hand side), at �xed values of sales, as indiated in the �gure.Reversing the argument, espeially in the J= ase, where the lak ofQ2 dependene of b is known, Fig. 3 re�ets the behavior of the propagatorterm, 1=Q6, in �V , as expeted in pQCD or pQCD-inspired models.One an use the optial theorem, together with the Vetor DominaneModel (VDM) [11℄, to obtain the following relation�2tot = 4��em�� b4�2� ; (7)



3552 A. Levywhere 4�=2� is the strength of the diret ��0 oupling. This relationassumes �-dominane, whih is a good assumption as the �0 ontributes� 85% to the VDM relation. If b is measured in units of GeV�2, and a valueof 0.5 [12℄ is used for the ��0 oupling, one obtains from Eq. (7)0:014�2tot�� = b : (8)Fig. 4 shows the left hand side of Eq. (8), as funtion of W , for �xedvalues of the sale. For the �0 photoprodution data, after orreting for theassumed �-dominane, one gets good agreement with the value measured [5℄.
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Fig. 4. The ratio 0:014�2tot=�� as funtion ofW at �xed values of sales, as indiatedin the �gure.While the W dependene is onsistent with the slight shrinkage mea-sured [6℄, the resulting values at higher sales ome out muh too high andinrease with the sale, ontrary to diret measurements [10℄. This is notsurprising sine in Eq. (8) we have used the value of the diret ��0 ouplingat Q2=0. In fat, the diret oupling is Q2 dependent, and an be expressedas 4�2�(Q2) = 4�2�(0)f�(Q2) ; (9)



Energy Dependene of Exlusive Vetor-Meson Prodution in . . . 3553where f�(Q2) is the ��0 form-fator. One an use the measured valuesof b [10℄ to alulate the form-fator using Eq. (7),4�2�(Q2) = 4��em���2tot b(Q2) : (10)Fig. 5 shows the resulting values of the ��0 form-fator, as funtionof Q2. A funtion of the form � (1 + Q2=m2)�n was �tted to the data,resulting in the parameters m2 = 0:18� 0:06GeV2, and n = 0:94� 0:10. Torestore a good agreement with measurements, a 1=Q2 dependene has to beintrodued through the form-fator.
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Fig. 5. The ��0 form-fator as funtion of Q2. The urve is a �t of the form(1 +Q2=m2)�n to the data. 5. SummaryWe an summarize the results of this study as follows:� The SU(4)-weighted ross setions of the light vetor�mesons lie ona universal urve when plotted at a sale of Q2 +M2V . This is not thease for the J= meson.� The ratio of the ross setion of exlusive �0 eletroprodution to thatof the total �p one is W independent, for �xed values of Q2. This be-havior annot be explained by either the pQCD nor by the Regge phe-nomenology approahes. The ratio rises with W for the J= vetor�meson, onsistent with the expetations.
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